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Warriors dominate again
By PHIL BARBER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

OAKLAND — It should be a mixed feeling for Warriors fans today. Their team looked fantastic in downing the Cleveland Cavaliers 110-77 in Game 2 of the
NBA Finals, and could be headed toward another
championship.
On the downside, the Bay Area might have seen its
guys at home for the last time this season.
The Warriors have been so dominant in the first
two games of this series, the disparity between the
conference champs so great, that it’s easy to imagine

The Warriors’
Draymond Green
flexes after scoring
against
the Cavaliers
during their
game in Oakland
on Sunday. The
Warriors won
110-77.

Golden State sweeping Games 3 and 4 in Cleveland
and celebrating another title on the road.
Draymond Green scored 28 points, Andre Iguodala
and Leandro Barbosa were sensational off the bench
again and the Warriors held the Cavaliers to a meager 35.4 percent shooting in Sunday’s blowout win at
Oracle Arena.
Game 3 is Wednesday, and the Warriors aren’t celebrating yet.
“We haven’t won anything, really,” Stephen Curry
said.
“There’s a lot of basketball left. How we show up in
Cleveland will be a big test for us.”

Read Kerry
Benefield’s take
on the game
on Page B1.
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Auditor accuses North Bay Corp. of contract violations so
significant SR staff are asking council to open bids in 2017

Out of compliance

President Barack Obama

Obama’s
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While lending clout to
Dems, he’ll be calling for
reason over ideology
By MICHAEL A. MEMOLI
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
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A North Bay Corp. truck picks up green waste in Santa Rosa on Wednesday.

Company officials say they were surprised by allegations, which
include out-of-date trucks, low recycling rate, poor customer service
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

An auditor hired by Santa Rosa to analyze the performance of the region’s largest garbage hauler has issued a scathing
critique of the company’s management, recycling efforts, customer service and safety
record.
The 42-page audit concluded that North
Bay Corp. is in violation of numerous
terms of its franchise agreement, the lucrative contract that gives it the exclusive
right to collect garbage, recycling and yard
waste from nearly 50,000 homes and businesses in the city.

The alleged violations, which could lead
to substantial financial penalties for the
Santa Rosa-based firm owned by James
Ratto, include operating a fleet of aging
garbage trucks, not recycling to minimum
levels, operating an unpermitted, rat-infested recycling facility and failing to answer customers’ calls promptly.
The shortcomings are so significant that
city staff will be recommending the City
Council not extend the company’s lucrative contract for another five years after
2017, and instead reopen it to competitive
bidding.
“I would not recommend (extension) to
council because they are so far out of com-

pliance,” said Gloria Hurtado, deputy city
manager.
Company officials said they were surprised by the conclusions in the audit and
question its accuracy, saying they were not
given enough time to respond before the
audit was released to the public.
The company said it plans to issue a detailed response by June 21, before the City
Council takes up the issue July 12.
“I believe there is some legitimacy to the
audit that we need to address, but there is
also some pettiness that gives it a little more
bluster than it should,” said Rick Downey,
the company’s new general manager.
A respected former official with Republic
Services, the company that took over landfill operations from the county, Downey

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama is likely to play
a more active role in the race
to succeed him than any outgoing president in the modern
era. But in addition to campaigning for fellow Democrats,
he’s also aiming to ensure lasting footprint for his governing
philosophy.
In the summer and fall,
Obama will preach the virtues
of compromise, incrementalism and debate rooted in truth
as paths to lasting progress,
aides said. Already this spring,
Obama has offered a glimpse of
the message that will be central
to his argument.
“As you look at the world, be
guided by an honest and cleareyed assessment,” he told graduating cadets at the Air Force
Academy last week. “Remember what you learned at this
academy — the importance of
evidence and facts and judgment.”
For a president who burst on
to the national stage with a message of unity and the promise of
hope and change, Obama’s valedictory message, drawing on the
lessons of his seven-plus years
in the White House, speaks to
his frustration with increasingly cynical discourse and a political conversation he sees as drifting away from objective reality.
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As paranoia blooms, IS turns on itself
Atmosphere of fear rules in
organization’s ranks as suspicion
of spying often leads to death

Members of
the Islamic
State group
prepare to kill
men accused
of spying for
the U.S.-led
coalition in
the province
of Salah
al-Din, Iraq.
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BAGHDAD — In March, a senior commander with the Islamic State group was
driving through northern Syria on orders
to lead militants in the fighting there when
a drone blasted his vehicle to oblivion.
The killing of Abu Hayjaa al-Tunsi, a Tunisian jihadi, sparked a panicked hunt within the group’s ranks for spies who could

CLOSING ON THE PRIZE: Victory expected in
the U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico give
Hillary Clinton an edge. / A8

have tipped off the U.S-led coalition about
his closely guarded movements. By the
time it was over, the group would kill 38 of
its own members on suspicion of acting as
informants.
They were among dozens of IS members
killed by their own leadership in recent
months in a vicious purge after a string of
airstrikes killed prominent figures. Others
have disappeared into prisons and still more
have fled, fearing they could be next as the
jihadi group turns on itself, according to
Syrian opposition activists, Kurdish militia
commanders, several Iraqi intelligence officials and an informant for the Iraqi governTURN TO IS » PAGE A2
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